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QUOTE:
“All models are wrong, some are useful.”
- George E.P. Box in Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces (1987)

Introduction
If you have looking through the risk job
postings across the United States over
you are likely to have seen many opportunities in the area of model risk management
(MRM). For those who haven’t worked in

can also provide an entrée into other exciting areas. Whether for its own sake, or as
a stepping-stone, MRM is a function that
anyone interested in quantitative analytics
or risk management should seriously consider.

the risk area, and even for many that have,

The recent “London Whale” case at JPMor-

the roles, responsibilities – and signifi-

gan Chase’s London trading desk provided

cance – of MRM within organizations may

a rare public reference to the MRM func-

be opaque.

tion. Press reports suggest that the losses

In fact, model risk management has steadily increased in significance over the last
15 years and it can be a fascinating and rewarding function in which to work. MRM

suﬀered in the case may have been due to
a failure of MRM controls around changes
to the Value-at-Risk model used to measure the riskiness of the London CIO desk’s
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positions. This is probably an unfair charac-

Figure 1

terization of the causal chain, however.
Public reports suggest that the trader,
Bruno Iksil, placed huge bets in relatively
(to the size of his positions) illiquid CDS
markets. The bulk of the MRM failures appear to have occurred afterwards, as attempts were made to change models to reduce reported VaR and Risk Weighted Assets (to reduce capital charges). Still, the
failure of MRM to block the changes may
point to a failure of the function to ade-

What is Model Risk Management?

quately perform its duties, even though

Regulators define model risk as, “. . . possi-

this may not have caused the loss itself.

ble adverse consequences (including finan-

Figure 1, below, illustrates why this change
has occurred: the foundational nature of
modeling and analytics and the data on
which it is based for all risk management
functions. As shown by the brackets to
the left, Model and Data Validation may be
seen as providing assurance that these
foundations are robust, while the complete

cial loss) of decisions based on models
that are incorrect or misused.”2 Initially,
model risk management, whether by internal risk managers or regulators, focused
on the model validation activity, as described in OCC 2000-16, the Oﬃce of the
Comptroller of the Currency’s guidance on
Model Validation issued in May, 2000.

Model Risk Management function helps to

While 2000-16 may be viewed as a driving

more broadly assure the appropriateness

force for the increase in resources (both

of model usage throughout the risk organi-

managerial and financial) devoted to

zation. Of course many functions besides

model validation in subsequent years, the

risk, including accounting, financial plan-

OCC’s guidance did not arise from thin air.

ning and analysis and the business lines

Like most regulatory risk mandates, 2000-

themselves, may also rely on models, and

16 was based on best, or at least good,

thus the MRM function.

practices already undertaken by leading institutions. 2000-16 may thus be seen
largely as an attempt to collect and distrib2

ute good practices in order to bring other

Two additional, usually mutually exclusive,

institutions closer to the levels of risk man-

activities that may be undertaken in some

agement observed in better-managed com-

circumstances are line-by-line code-

panies.

checking and building a parallel model.

As a function, MRM is usually, but not always, located in the Risk area. Organizations may also place MRM within Audit.

The parallel model construction approach
is one that is generally used for simple, but
critical models.

This is usually justifiable where Risk is re-

Each of these categories of activity can re-

sponsible for significant model develop-

quire an enormous amount of challenging

ment activities. For instance, for many

work. For instance, review of logical and

years Bank of America located their MRM

conceptual soundness, should include:

function in Audit, while Fannie Mae’s reported up through the Chief Risk Oﬃcer.

1.

Review of relevant literature

2.

Evaluation of the underlying theoreti-

cal soundness of the approach for its inModel Validation

tended use(s)

Model validation focuses on the appropri-

3.

ateness and accuracy of models for their

to address similar issues, whether in other

intended use. The three elements of

financial institutions, academic papers or

model validation listed in OCC 2000-16 are

regulatory documents

still valid today:
•

Independent review of logical and con-

4.

Review of approaches used by others

Review of underlying quantitative ana-

lytics including testing of model structure

ceptual soundness

and parameters

•

Comparison against other models

5.

•

Comparison of model predictions

against historical and subsequent realworld events (in-sample and out-of-

Review of data used as input for ana-

lytics construction (such as that used for
econometric analysis to set model parameters or functional forms)

sample)
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6.

Examination of accuracy and appropri-

viations should be reasonable and rein-

ateness of data used to feed the model

force the case for the appropriateness of

once in place

the model for its intended use.

7.

Model risk management in the first half of

Evaluation of the appropriateness of

the uses of model output in downstream

the 2000’s focused for the most part on

models or reports

validating the development process, while

8.

Evaluation of the adequacy of model

documentation including limitations of the

somewhat neglecting many aspects of implementation.

model.
Model validation can be seen primarily as
a check on the model development and implementation process, with smaller components checking on production data quality
and appropriateness and uses of model
outputs. It thus requires an ability to dig
quickly and deeply into the relevant literature, discover standard industry approaches to the problem at hand, and then
review the modelers approach in that
light.3
Subsequently, the underlying quantitative
analytics must be reviewed and checked.
In some cases this may mean conducting
a series of tests on the model, reviewing all
or part of the code or even building a parallel model. Model results should always be
compared to market prices and the output

Model Risk Management
In 2011, the Federal Reserve Board,published the SR11-07 Guidance on Model
Risk Management , and the Oﬃce of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) published OCC 2011-12a Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management. These
publications promoted a broader concept
of model risk management and also raised
the level of awareness and expectations regarding MRM functions.
Largely codifying procedures already in
place in the best shops, the OCC document adds “robust model development, implementation and use” and “governance”
to the model validation elements emphasized in previous guidance.4

of other models, where available. Models
under validation need not produce results
identical to either, but explanations for de4

This first area, model development, imple-

Model governance can be seen as cover-

mentation and use, has been covered by

ing the whole model risk management

activities, old and new, including:

process, but items not already covered in-

1.

Robust model development should be

clude such activities as:

covered by traditional model validation re-

•

quirements and would include such things

opment

as thorough literature reviews, review of
the appropriateness of input data and
other items.
2.

Model implementation checks – this

process is particularly critical in environments where researchers initially design
and develop a model using one platform

Model risk management policy devel-

•

Model definition and application

•

Model inventory development and

maintenance
•

Model risk rating

•

Model implementation controls

(e.g., SAS or MatLab), after which the
model is recoded and implemented using

Another critical contribution of this pair of

a diﬀerent and more robust production plat-

regulatory documents is the addition of ’ef-

form and codebase, such as the C lan-

fective challenge’ as a

guage.
3.

Model use controls could be seen as

“guiding principle for managing model
risk . . . that is, critical analysis by ob-

covered by model governance and are de-

jective, informed parties who can iden-

signed to provide assurance that models

tify model limitations and assumptions

are only used as intended, and that new

and produce appropriate changes.”

models are in compliance with model risk
management guidelines prior to implementation
4.

Model use controls should also ad-

This ability “depends on a combination of
incentives, competence, and influence.”5
Sustaining this “eﬀective challenge” is the
role of those in Model Risk Management.

dress production data quality assurance.
This important concept addresses weaknesses evidenced by model risk manage5

ment groups, which in many cases lacked

cated users may understand modeling’s

the training, experience or power within

limitations, most will still assume that the

the organization to challenge model devel-

outputs are unbiased and more-or-less cor-

opers. In a number of organizations model

rect. Modeling is increasingly the founda-

risk management had become a rubber

tion for much of planning, financial report-

stamp, either performing perfunctory re-

ing and controls, strategy development

views with inadequately trained or complet-

and accounting, not to mention risk man-

ing eﬀective, critical evaluations, the con-

agement.

clusions of which were never enforced due
to poor incentives or corporate politics. To
the list of requirements for eﬀective challenge we would add the need for courage
- which, while it may be hidden in incentives and influence, has been seen wanting
in enough cases that it should be called

Second, model risk management is required by financial regulators, who have
recognized the enormous vulnerability of
organizations to model failure through issues both well known and quietly observed.

out as it’s own item. Without a strong risk
ethic, including the courage to engage in
spirited debate with modelers, traders and

Famous MRM Failures

others who wield significant organizational
power, model risk management can easily

A few famous MRM failures stand out in

become a show, without real eﬀectiveness

the history of model risk, should be well un-

as a risk control function.

derstood by anyone going into the area.
Probably the two most famous ones are
the model failures that led to Long-Term

Why does MRM matter?

Capital Management’s and AIG’s insolvencies.

Model Risk Management matters for two
main reasons. First and foremost, it is a
critical risk management function. Risk

Long Term Capital Management

management, accounting, senior management, investors and regulators all rely on

The failure of Long-Term Capital Manage-

the calculations of models. While sophisti-

ment (LTCM) in 1998, a major crisis before
it was dwarfed by the 2008 disaster, is one
6

of the most famous cases of model risk

stands to reason that exposing traders to

causing havoc. Indeed Philippe Jorion

any set of models long enough, with the

(author of a large and popular book on

wrong incentive structure will likely cause

value-at-risk), concludes his article on

them to arbitrage the system meant to con-

Long-Term Capital by saying, “LTCM failed

trol them.

because it mismanaged its risk modeling”6
He points out several ways in which this
was done, including using VaR as both a
risk metric and portfolio optimization metric (leading modelers to exploit model

The failure of Long-Term Capital Management shows the dangers of relying on simple VaR models to capture the risk of
highly leveraged and illiquid portfolios.

weaknesses). Other likely errors pointed
out by Jorion include using too short a history for model calibration (which over-

AIG Credit Default Swaps

stated correlation stability among assets)
and using too short a holding period

One of the better-known more recent ex-

(which understated potential losses by

amples of catastrophic model failure is the

overestimating the speed with which as-

under-pricing of sub-prime mortgage pool

sets could be sold or funds raised).

Credit Default Swaps (CDS) by AIG. As
Roddy Boyd recounts in his book, Fatal

These two critiques are standard issues

Risk, part of AIG’s willingness to get into

we see in VaR models. MRM personnel

the business of writing CDS on subprime

regularly engage in conversations with trad-

CDOs– and even more so it’s unwilling-

ers, modelers and other risk areas regard-

ness to recognize trouble as it began --

ing the appropriate historical calibration pe-

was due to the values produced by its

riod and holding period, as well as the ap-

models. A model developed by an exter-

propriate distributional assumptions (an is-

nal consultant, (Yale professor) Gary Gor-

sue also addressed by Jorion’s paper).

ton, was used to price the CDS. While the

The first and most interesting point,
though, regarding the hazard of utilizing
the risk model to gauge portfolio eﬃciency
is one less commonly heard, but worth paying attention to. If all models are wrong, it

low prices were consistent with market
pricing at the time the model was developed, there seems to have been a number
of breakdowns in the model governance
process. In particular, the following appear
to have been model governance issues:
7

1.

Model losses were driven only by de-

Gaussian copula has been criticized for

fault and ignored the mark-to-market collat-

building in assumptions of a low, non-

eral postings required by the contracts.

varying correlation structure and very low

The model thus ignored market price risk

probability tail events, leading market par-

entirely.

ticipants to discard old rules of thumb

2.

Assumptions about the credit quality

of the underlying CDOs at origination appears to have failed to keep pace with reality, creating a garbage-in-garbage-out
(GIGO) problem
3.

about diversification of asset pools and
buy into synthetic deals made up largely of
subprime mortgages until the credit collapse at the end of the decade palpably
disproved its stationary assumptions.7

Modeled CDS values were taken as

superior to market prices, where available.
This is generally considered problematic
and requires increased scrutiny, although
not necessarily incorrect, since strongform market eﬃciency cannot be as-

MRM Failure: Case Study Summaries.
In my 15 years in risk, I have seen numerous examples of severe failure in model
risk management, some of which have re-

sumed.

sulted in significant financial loss. For in-

Of course the biggest problem was Gor-

(they called it arbitrage) positions in Bermu-

ton’s assumption that the US would not ex-

dan swaptions using a standard Black-

perience a national drop in home prices

Scholes model coded in Excel that an ana-

with declines of over 30% in many regions;

lyst had learned at a weekend seminar.

a possibility, which, although obvious in

We called out the poor fit of this model for

hindsight, was missed by most market

the application. The bank ended up losing

players.

several million dollars on their adventure.

More broadly, much of the blame for the

In another case, a simplistic historical VaR

2008 financial crisis overall has been laid

model using 4 sigma tail cuts suﬀered two

at the feet of the now-infamous Gaussian

exceedances in two weeks, leading to sig-

copula, which was incorporated into struc-

nificant losses because historical calibra-

tured credit rating models by Moody’s and

tion data had marked certain assets at a

then Standard and Poor’s in 2004. The

constant spread due to lack of data, rather

stance, one firm was taking speculative
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than a lock-step correlation history. When

cant example of this is an Allowance for

trades started occurring, true correlation

Loan and Lease Losses model, which I

turned out to be far less than 1.

once encountered. The model owner ar-

Another important set of examples of
model failure is the phenom-

gued that it was not a model but merely an
implementation of accounting guidelines.
However,

ena of classifying simple al-

the guide-

gorithms as outside the

lines were

scope of model risk manage-

not so pre-

ment because of their sim-

cise as to

plicity. This can be a mis-

dictate

take for two reasons: first,

every as-

some simplistic models are

pect of the

inappropriately simple for the

model

problem at hand. For in-

and, fur-

stance one bank substituted

thermore,

a made-up number for one

it was a

that had been derived from a

large a

robust technical analysis (a

complex

model) for a variable that

algorithm

measures checking deposit

imple-

“stickiness”, simply because

mented in

a survey suggested the bank

Microsoft

was now viewed as a

Excel over

“leader” in customer service.

many
years. The

Yet another issue that sometimes arises involves theoretically simple algorithms that may have a
large impact on risk assessments or valuations, are of a reasonable level of mechanical complexity and are thus subject to sub-

validation
team ended up replicating the model in
SAS and uncovered numerous coding errors – a major issue for a critical input to
the financial statements.

stantial implementation risk. One signifi-
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Why work in Model Risk Management?
Increasing Regulatory Scrutiny

Model Risk Management has several ad-

As model issues like those above have con-

vantages as an area for quants to begin

tinued to be uncovered, both publicly and

their career. These include increasingly ro-

in bank examinations, the recognition of

bust job market demand due to increasing

the importance of model risk among regula-

regulatory requirements, the opportunity to

tors has continued to grow. Beginning

learn important risk principles and the po-

with the issuance of OCC 2000-16, model

tential for exposure to a broad array of

review requirements were then enhanced

models and modeling principles across the

with the inclusion in Basel II of a validation

enterprise.

requirement for everything from internal
credit ratings models to calculation of capital charges for equity exposures and “validation of any significant change in the risk
measurement process.”8

Then, 2011 saw

the release of the twin OCC and Fed docu-

As mentioned earlier, the standards for
Model Risk Management applied by regulators are reported to be constantly on the
rise with regulatory guidance for model
risk management increasingly robust and

ments referred to earlier.

logical. The introduction of OCC 2011-12/

Yet, despite this increase in regulatory fo-

units a stronger mandate to do the right

cus, banks themselves seem to have quite

thing regarding model risk management

disparate levels of appreciation for the sig-

and validation. Experienced risk managers

nificance of model risk. Some, particularly

know that regulatory mandates are a

non-US based institutions, still seem to

double-edged sword, sometimes arbitrarily

treat model risk management as merely a

forcing seemingly unnecessary work, but

regulatory requirement, content to trust to

also giving the risk manager needed

the “black box” made by internal quants or

authority to do the right thing in the face of

purchased from external ones. However,

budget and business-line opposition.

as discussed above, history shows that
this mental laziness of senior management
can have catastrophic results.

SR 7-1 gave bank model risk management

In addition to mandates such as the 2011
joint Model Risk Management guidance,
there is a growing category of regulatory
models that banks are mandated to both
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build and control. For instance, just as the

tion, the core function of MRM, in particu-

Basel capital guidance includes explicit

lar, gives the risk-aware quant a great op-

model validation guidelines, so does the

portunity to learn about broad swaths of

Federal Reserve’s new Comprehensive

the modeling world in his or her target in-

Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) proc-

dustry. Because the model risk quant is

ess (a stress-testing exercise) which is be-

validating, rather than developing and

ing required of an increasing number of

maintaining models, she will touch many

large bank holding companies (BHCs).

more models than the developers them-

Regulators have come to understand that

selves. This will give her a relatively deep

any process that relies on a financial institu-

understanding of a broad swath of models

tion’s own calculations must include re-

and many quants who begin in model vali-

quirements for comprehensive model risk

dation go on to become model developers

management if the results are to be relied

in their favorite area - or to work in other

upon. This evolving regulatory environ-

areas of risk management. Understanding

ment has not only increased employment

a company’s model infrastructure first, in-

opportunities in MRM, but, by supporting

cluding its strengths, weaknesses and de-

“eﬀective challenge”, made that work po-

velopment agenda, can serve as a great en-

tentially more rewarding and eﬀective.

tree into a variety of exciting risk and non-

As regulatory requirements have evolved,

risk roles.

internal frameworks for model risk management have also changed and now incorporate many of the ideas that are critical to
an understanding of risk principles. These
include a skeptical view of all models and
modeling results, emphasis on the importance and unpredictability of tail risk in all
its facets including behavioral, valuation
and correlation aspects. MRM also
teaches the importance of record keeping,
documentation and our profound inability
to predict the future. Finally, model risk
management in general, and model valida-

Conclusion
As a novice in the financial risk management field, model risk management can
seem like a sideshow - a strange distraction from the more “sexy” core areas of
market, credit and operational risk that
form the primary three legs of any risk management platform. The truth, however, is
that model risk management is a foundational activity without which all the other fi-
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nancial risk areas, not to mention much of

8.

See International Convergence of Capital Measure-

modern accounting in financial firms, risk

ment and Capital Standards: A Revised Framework,

catastrophic failure. Whether a short pe-

zerland, June 2004.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Basel, Swit-

riod or an extended tenor in a model validation unit can be rewarding on a number of
levels and is something that every finance
quant should consider.
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